In cold-rolled and annealed polycrystalline samples of zirconium at 416OC, the IF, as a function of c observed in a fast free decay ( < 10 s), was attributed mainly to TADU, whereas results observed when the pendulum was driven at constant E for 90 s at each amplitude selected, and the same E range covered in discrete steps, were attributed to LCD (1,81. An example of the latter, for a polycrystalline sample of Marz-grade zirconium, is shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, both A and n measured at constant E, starting from the maximum E value and decreasing in steps, are plotted as a function of the nominal strain amplitude, N . (The relationship between N and E is readily determined from the geometry of the sample and pendulum 181.) Almost identical results were obtained while increasing E in discrete steps, except for a slight hysteresis in the range N = 2 to N = 4.
The bars on the data in As shown by the two examples in Fig. 3 , during each free decay from the maximum amplitude, there was a periodic variation in A superimposed on a large peak of A as a function of E. The amplitude of every second oscillation in each free decay was logged and, in all, fourteen such decays were monitored successively. All showed the same periodic behaviour of A, with an apparently constant period of 1.7 s, although the phase relationship between the oscillations of A from one decay to another appeared to be random.
The oscillatory nature of the IF at slightly lower temperature, where the period is longer, is more clearly delineated in free decays observed on the single-crystal sample, where the overall damping was much lower. Two typical curves are shown in can be demonstrated phenomenolo~ically by computer simulation that two coupled mechanisms can, under appropriate circumstances, yield oscillatory IF in free decay of precisely the form shown in Fig. 4 19) . These oscillations of the IF probably occur in the following way. At the maximum strain amplitude at the start of the free decay, which is assumed to be greater than the threshold amplitude for LCD but smaller than the threshold amplitude for TADU, LCD begins, controlled by the longitudinal core diffusivity (DL) of the pinning points. Eventually, through LCD, pin-free dislocation lengths big enough to allow TADU develop, and then through major unpinning of the dislocation network length, the pinning points are essentially freed for most of the cycle of applied stress. Consequently, pinning points bunched together by LCD are now free to separate under the action of configurational entropy forces and any repulsive forces between them. This randomization of the pinning points leads to recapture and repinning of the network length, completing the cycle, which can then start over again if the stress amplitude is still greater than the threshold amplitude for LCD.
In the model outlined above, the maximum longitudinal displacement (6%) of a core pinning point from its equilibrium position will be given approximately by where t = P/2 is one-half the period of the IF oscillations and where % is the activation enthalpy for LCD, k is Roltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature and DoL is the diffusion constant for LCD. If it is assumed that, over the temperature range 3 5 3 O~ to 400°c, 6% is nearly constant, then it is clear from equations (1) and (2) The point corresponding to the IF oscillations in Fig. 3 is also included on Fig. 5 .
On the basis of the oversimplified model outlined above, this datum should also fall on the same straigtt line as the single-crystal data. However, it is clear that in any more detailed model of the IF oscillations, the period must be slightly structure-dependent because, as the linear density of pinning points on a network increases, their stress-induced displacement will be affected by any mutual interactions between them. Thus, it is reasonable that the polycrystal datum should be close to the straight line for the single-crystal data, but not necessarily on it. The logarithm of the period (P) of the internal friction oscillations in zirconium plotted as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The slope of the line yields an activation enthalpy of 1.90 eV/atom.
V -CONCLUSIONS
In the temperature range 350 -420°c, oscillations of the IF in zirconium are related to competition between LCD of oxygen interstitial defects and TADU from the same defects. From the variation of the period of these oscillations with temperature, the activation enthalpy for LCD has been determined and shown to be in excellent agreement with a value obtained previously from peak P1 in zirconium, which is also attributed to LCD of oxygen interstitial defects.
